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Lightweight drones: a technological
opportunity?
Reliable drones are accessible to the general public – and
professional and amateur meteorologists – since many
years. But only very recently have weight and cost
reductions allowed an easier entry point to a widespread
audience.

RealisCc InteresCng ApplicaCons

Image geo-referencing

Lightweight camera-drones are ideal for terrain
reconnaissance and “evaluafon”.

Drone imaging would be useless, if there is no way to
position photos and footage precisely with respect to
terrain and within some projected or geographic
reference system.

A1-A3 Open operafon categories, in parfcular, demand
(simplifying quite a bit) ﬂight missions to be executed far
away from people. Exactly what’s needed for surface
assessment.

In this poster I’ll describe results of an experience I’ve
matured mostly in the last year, and which is still ongoing.
I’ll concentrate on two subjects in particular: airborne
sensing, and using aerial photography as a mean to assess
surface (dis)uniformities relevant to micro-scale airflow.
Of course my view is conditioned by my research and
professional interests: as a (sort-of) micro-meteorologist
my heart pulses for Planetary Boundary Layer and groundatmosphere interfacing phenomena. But I feel this is just
incidental, as many more approaches are possible. My
hope is that looking this poster will trigger curiosities I can
not even imagine.

“Lightweight” drones, today

This allows to obtain a terrain accuracy sufficient for
micro-meteorological applications, much rougher than
topographic.

The image above show one such applicafon: a tablebased esfmafon (aher Oke) of aerodynamic surface
roughness (𝑧! , in meters) on a low-alftude aerial photo.
In this case the esfmate is made combining the general
aspect of terrain with data obtained by inspecfng the
site.

Besides toy nano- and mini-drones, the category I found
more promising is that of prosumer-grade quadcopters
weighting less than 250g. My DJI Mini 2 (image above) is
rated “249g”. If we trust our kitchen scale, we get
something like this (with battery):

Of course, insurance, registration and any paperwork do
A first (problematic!) use case: airborne
not guard “pilots” against unsafe behaviors: intelligence
measurements
and
sensitivity, first and foremost!
First and foremost I have to confess this path, although
very promising, is still under development.
The main obstacle is of normative nature: my drone
allows to fly a payload, but if I trust my kitchen scale the
real drone weight is about 241g, with a margin of just 8g
for any additional weight.

Add to this the fact that a measurement system operating
on board of a drone would be subject to severe
vibrations, electromagnetic fields, airflow: a robust
enclosure is needed – as a bare minimum!
So, I’m stuck: if drone+payload exceed 249g, first of all I
would certify the new assembly for flight safety, and
second, I’d need to get a license. The first of these
requirements is the gruesome one.
But of course a way is still available: to design an
integrated drone allowing for measurements!
That’s in the realm of feasibility, especially if one
renounces to camera and FPV (first-person view) facilities:
carbon frames, avionic, engine control and radio modules
are already available off the shelf

But it also conveys a “problem”, let me say. Lightweight
drone missions for meteorology demand a careful
preliminary planning which goes much beyond the usual
“can I fly the drone in modes A1-A3 or not”. It is not
impossible one or more pre-flight field surveys are
made, before a set of sensible reperes are found and all
normally-unmapped potential sources of hazard (fences,
electric lines, …) are located. In short, the drones may
be lightweight, but can not be used lightheartedly.

Gender-aware and inclusive design
This may not be an issue, for an “experience” poster.
But, I can guarantee, it is.

Here we can see an instrument-level inspecfon of an
ultrasonic anemometer supposedly sensing above-canopy
wind: the canopy exceeded the sensor height; addifonally
we can see the anemometer is flted. Ideally,
meteorological stafons can be characterized by a set of
(say) 8 photos taken at sensor level and at main cardinal
direcfons, idenffying which obstrucfons and shadings
occur; these “characterizafon missions” could be
repeated at regular intervals to follow the evolufon of the
measurement context in fme.
Most interesfng ﬂight missions occur at “low” alftudes,
in the order of 10m. Useful data, namely esfmates of
𝑧! and LAI, or the detailed review of micro-scale land use,
may however also be obtained from higher alftudes:

The next figure shows the weight of an Arduino RP2040
(or an Arduino NANO 33 BLE SENSE, with same form
factor).

It’s six grams!! Let’s say 5, would we remove the
protecting foam. Which would leave just 3 grams for a
battery. Unless I find some form of energy-harvesting
power supply, my guess is I’m quite in troubles.

This is an issue with lightweight drones, whose GNSS
fixes are not sufficiently precise for topographic
mapping and related applications.
Position can be determined, however, by combining
telemetry data with “repere points” previously
identified and positioned with precision.

Another viable applicafon is the status assessment of
meteorological and micro-meteorological stafons:

In Italy less-than 250g drones can be used without
license; users are however mandated to subscribe an
insurance and to register the drone at D-Flight, the Italian
ENAC concessionary acting as operators and UAVs
registrar; among the various kinds of insurances available,
the one most suitable for what follows is the “professional
grade”.
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Although number of female pilots is increasing, the field
is still markedly male-dominated. The consequences of
being one of the still rare women UAV operators may be
quite many: I list just some I encountered, some of them
requiring some fix, sooner or later.
• A nice consequence is the well-intentioned people
you may encounter presume a woman is more
approachable: expect to spend some mission time
talking to people, explaining the mission profile and
its utility, and so on.
• A much less nice this is that sometimes you find
yourself in a supposedly remote site: procure, in
case, to be not alone… (Normative note: drone flight
missions should ideally be performed by two people,
one in charge of the drone operation, and the other
to check flight progress and safety).
• And: who designed the system user interface? I know,
that’s not an issue for most of my male colleagues.
Guaranteed, for me it is. Winter, freezing
temperature. Why then you must operate the drone
gloveless? Part of operation demands interacting
with the screen of a smartphone: try, if you are able,
not using bare hands. Conductive gloves (a brilliant
idea in theory) do not allow enough precision. And
this adds to the classic woman-engineer-freezing-onfield effect you yourself may have experienced many
times. J

The future, and beyond…

Here for example we can see the general terrain aspect at
a site in-between Milan and Pavia, taken from a movie
shot from an alftude of about 40m. Details as single
trees, not reported in usual land use maps but of
potenfal (micro-)meteorological relevance, can be seen.

PBL effects
Lightweight drones can be operated at altitudes up to
150m, but very often in the area of Milan the maximum
height is restricted to a much lower value, like 30m or
even 10m. This means in many cases missions occur
within the Surface Layer, the part of the Planetary
Boundary Layer where convective mixing is maximum.
The consequence is that photo and movie taking would
be impossible, without the help of a very “aggressive”
image stabilizer. Not all drone cameras are stabilized that
much, however, especially on consumer-level lightweight
models. So, choose wisely… J

How lightweight is a “lightweight” drone? Like a blue
whale compared to a cat!? Many insect-sized drones have
been developed or are under final development stages,
for various applications – including video reconnaissance
(yes, in principle one of them could be used by some
government agency to furtively pry data about some, say,
plan for terrorist attack in the very moment it is
conceived).
This subject is really fascinating, also in its “candid soul”
applications: the untethered flapping-wing insect-size
aerial vehicle described for example here
(https://par.nsf.gov/servlets/purl/10190941) weights only
91mg. I’d say we have a lot of margin for adding sensors:
the MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems) intelligent
sensing devices, for example, can weight less than 10mg,
and their addition to a very-lightweight drone is not in
principle difficult.
And: as weight tends to 0, so does the amount of energy
necessary to hold the drone airborne. This allows to
harvest power, or at worst to get it from tiny solar cells.
Autonomy, in the order of about 20 minutes per charged
batteries for my drone, may arrive to hours.
The only problem is, you can’t hope to follow the flights
visually. But am afraid this, to date, is just a joke… J

